Do you know a neighbor or community group that should be recognized?

Each year the City of Riverside in collaboration with the Riverside Neighborhood Partnership presents to a special resident the Jack B. Clarke Good Neighbor Award and the Neighborhood Spirit Award to recognize one neighborhood group.

2014 Jack B. Clarke Good Neighbor Award

The Jack B. Clarke Good Neighbor Award is for that person in your neighborhood who’s quick with a smile, makes time to listen and can always be counted on for help. Their passion, skills and gifts are shared willingly with the community. Their contributions help make your neighborhood a special place.

Do you know someone who is making a difference in your neighborhood?

- Someone who cares for others?
- Someone who supports projects to enhance the beauty of the neighborhood?
- Someone who works to strengthen neighborhood ties?

2014 Neighborhood Spirit Award

The Neighborhood Spirit Award is for that group in your neighborhood that fosters connections, creates opportunities for people to get to know each other and share the skills and talents of the neighbors for the benefit of the community. They’re quick to share what they love about their neighborhood.

Has your neighborhood taken on a project or had an event that:

- Built community spirit?
- Provided an opportunity for people to get to know each other?
- Maximized the skills and talents of residents?

The nomination deadline is October 24, 2014

Winners will receive their awards at the Riverside Neighborhood Partnership Volunteer Recognition, Annual Neighborhood Awards and Board Elections

Monday, December 1, 2012 at 6:30 p.m.
Orange Terrace Community Center
20010 Orange Terrace Parkway
Riverside, CA 92508
Dinner will be provided.

For more information contact Yvette Sennewald, Neighborhood Programs at 826-5168 or email ysennewald@riversideca.gov